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MOUNTAINBIKE IN A DANISH CONTEXT 2024 

Camp purpose: The main theme is mountain biking at various places in Jutland combined with 

Danish culture and lifestyle. 

When: The camp will take place from Sunday 4th August till Saturday 17th August with arrivals and 

departures on the 4th and 17th respectively. 

WHERE: Participants will stay at different scout cottages and shelters around Jutland, combined 

with home stays with Rotarian families at the beginning and the end of the camp. 

Participants: We expect up to twenty-four participants at ages between 18 and 25. Furthermore, 

there will only be up to two participants from each country and there will be approximate half male 

and half female participants. 

Conditions: We expect you have tried to ride mountainbike before, but you are not an expert at all. 

The routes to bike - there will be at least 9 days for biking - will be between 15-30 kilometers and 

with vertical meters between 300 and 600. 

Costs: Travel costs to and from Aarhus, a fee of 150 EUR and pocket money. 

Deposit: When your participation is accepted you must pay a deposit of 75 EUR. If you do not 

show up, we will not return your deposit. If the camp is cancelled, (in case of less than 16 

participants) you will of course receive your deposit back. 

Contact: If you would like to participate, please forward your application to Rotary Denmark Please note 

that only applications to cm-st@rotary.dk will be accepted for further processing. 

If you have any questions, you can also use the email below. 

CampCoordinator: 

Jens Jerslev, Aarhus Rotary Club,   

jens.jerslev@youmail.dk  

 

 

mailto:jens.jerslev@youmail.dk
https://www.rotary.dk/


The final invitation will be ready at the end of April 2024. 

 

 

Pictures from the latest two camps. 
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MOUNTAINBIKE IN A DANISH CONTEXT 2024 

Camp purpose: The main theme is mountain biking at various places in Jutland combined with 

Danish culture and lifestyle. 

Look at pictures from the former camps and you will need to participate this summer: 

 

 



WHEN: The camp will take place from Sunday 4th August till Saturday 17th August with arrivals 

and departures on the 4th and 17th respectively. 

WHERE: Participants will stay at different scout cottages, shelters and tree tops around Jutland, 

combined with home stays with Rotarian families at the beginning and the end of the camp. 

CAMP HIGHLIGHTS: 

In addition to mountainbike you will have many more exiting experiences: 

You will enjoy a swim and play at the beaches of the West coast of Jutland. 

You will visit several cities as Aalborg, Silkeborg and of course Aarhus. 

You will have the possibility to visit The Old Town, the Natural History Museum MOMU and Aros 

Art Museum in Aarhus – the second biggest town in Denmark. 

We hope you will have the possibility to try to canoe of the lakes at Silkeborg or take a trip with  a 

old boat called “Hjejlen.” 

In Aalborg we will for sure visit the harbor and “Street food market” and have a dinner there. 

There will be plenty of time for your own experiences in the three cities. 

PARTICIPANTS: We expect up to twenty-four participants at ages between 18 and 25. 

Furthermore, there will only be up to two participants from each country and there will be 

approximate half male and half female participants. 

CONDITIONS: We expect you have tried to ride mountainbike before, but you are not an expert at 

all. The routes to bike - will be between 10-25 kilometers and with vertical meters between 200 and 

400 meters. 

COSTS: Travel costs to and from Aarhus, a fee of 150 EUR and pocket money. 

DEPOSIT: When your participation is accepted you must pay a deposit of 75 EUR. If you do not 

show up, we will not return your deposit. If the camp is cancelled, (in case of less than 16 

participants) you will of course receive your deposit back. 

Contact: If you would like to participate, please forward your application to Rotary Denmark.  Please note 

that only applications sent to cm-st@rotary.dk will be accepted for further processing.  

 If you have any questions, you can also use the email below. 

Best regards 

Jens Jerslev, Aarhus Rotary Club, 

Jens.jerslev@youmail.dk 



More inspiring pictures: 

  

 

AROS art museum in Aarhus 

Have a swim in the North Sea! 

City center of Aarhus 

Planning next day’s ride 
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